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Intended useIntended use
�� What assays are going to be automated?What assays are going to be automated?

������������������������HighHigh

����������������LowLow
Sample Sample 

throughputthroughput

ManyManyFewFew

No of tests per patientNo of tests per patient

�� If many different assays, are they compatible? If many different assays, are they compatible? –– i.e. can i.e. can 

they be arrayed on the same plate?they be arrayed on the same plate?

�� How many different compatible assays will be automatedHow many different compatible assays will be automated

�� Need for standardised primer designNeed for standardised primer design



BatchingBatching
Assumptions:Assumptions:

Fragments per test  =Fragments per test  = 35 35 

Patients per year     =   500 Patients per year     =   500 

Controls per batch   =       3Controls per batch   =       3

1x Patient per batch12881.4672124

Column per exon/batch4550.5836512

Row per exon/batch7290.492498

9190.4518136

15110.4212214

2170.409293

3330.396452

Full plate per exon/batch6800.383931
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Intended use Intended use 

�� What processes are going to be automated?What processes are going to be automated?

�� DNA quantificationDNA quantification

�� PCR setupPCR setup

�� PCR cleanupPCR cleanup

�� Check gelsCheck gels

�� Sequencing setupSequencing setup

�� Dye terminator removalDye terminator removal

�� Preparation for gel/capillary loadingPreparation for gel/capillary loading



Intended useIntended use

�� What level of automation is required?What level of automation is required?

1)1) PrePre--aliquotingaliquoting primers for a standard PCR assay primers for a standard PCR assay 

Manual addition of DNAManual addition of DNA

2)2) Complete setup of known number of Complete setup of known number of PCRsPCRs in in 

standard layoutstandard layout

3)3) Complete setup of variable number of Complete setup of variable number of PCRsPCRs

dependent on current work loaddependent on current work load



Assay designAssay design

�� Standardise assays where possibleStandardise assays where possible

�� Simplify assays where possibleSimplify assays where possible

�� Consider the implication of methodologies used.Consider the implication of methodologies used.

ReRe--suspending beads can be suspending beads can be 

problematic, requires plate handling problematic, requires plate handling 

capability, carryover.capability, carryover.

Simple, robust fast, Simple, robust fast, 

no integrated no integrated 

equipment requiredequipment required

Paramagnetic Paramagnetic 

beadsbeads

Cost, integrated vacuum manifold or Cost, integrated vacuum manifold or 

manual intervention, manual intervention, pipettingpipetting

involved in recovery can be difficult.involved in recovery can be difficult.

Simple, robust fastSimple, robust fastSize exclusion Size exclusion 

plateplate

Viscosity of reagents, integrated Viscosity of reagents, integrated 

PCR block or manual intervention, PCR block or manual intervention, 

requires incubation.requires incubation.

Simple, robustSimple, robustEXO/SAPEXO/SAP

DisadvantagesDisadvantagesAdvantagesAdvantagesPCR cleanupPCR cleanup



Which robot?Which robot?



Deck layoutDeck layout

�� Good positive location of Good positive location of labwarelabware / equipment at each / equipment at each 

deck positiondeck position

�� Solid enough to deal with forces required for tip Solid enough to deal with forces required for tip 

loadingloading

�� On deck or off deck access to integrated equipment On deck or off deck access to integrated equipment 

needed for the process needed for the process –– dead spacedead space

�� Suitable wash station and waste disposal arrangementsSuitable wash station and waste disposal arrangements

�� Try to use one deck setup for all Try to use one deck setup for all programmesprogrammes

�� Safety STOP Safety STOP –– egeg light curtain, access door.light curtain, access door.



Deck layoutDeck layout

�� Ensure the deck has enough positions for the processes Ensure the deck has enough positions for the processes 

you want to automate.  Allow space for:you want to automate.  Allow space for:

�� Input plateInput plate

�� Output plateOutput plate

�� ReagentsReagents

�� Processing Processing position(sposition(s) if required) if required

�� Disposable tips if requiredDisposable tips if required

�� Can increase capacity of instrument by adding storage Can increase capacity of instrument by adding storage 

stacks or hotels (on or off deck) for input plate, output stacks or hotels (on or off deck) for input plate, output 

plate and/or disposable tipsplate and/or disposable tips



Travelling ArmTravelling Arm

�� One or twoOne or two

�� Carries Carries pipettingpipetting head and/or manipulatorhead and/or manipulator

�� X, Y movement X, Y movement ususallyususally cable or beltcable or belt

�� Z movement often rack and screwZ movement often rack and screw

�� Cantilever or ‘bridge’ may have implications for Cantilever or ‘bridge’ may have implications for 
tip loading.tip loading.



HeadsHeads

�� PipettingPipetting

�� Exchangeable heads (different volume pipettes, manipulator)Exchangeable heads (different volume pipettes, manipulator)

�� No of tips: 1, 4, 8, 96, 384No of tips: 1, 4, 8, 96, 384

�� Fixed tips, disposable tips, combinationFixed tips, disposable tips, combination

�� VarispanVarispan, , FlexispanFlexispan (?)(?)

�� System liquidSystem liquid

�� Direct displacementDirect displacement

�� Liquid level sensing: capacitance based, pressure basedLiquid level sensing: capacitance based, pressure based

�� Tube capping systemsTube capping systems

�� Safety STOPSafety STOP



HeadsHeads

�� PipettingPipetting performanceperformance

�� PipettingPipetting accuracy is usually defined for an ‘into accuracy is usually defined for an ‘into 
liquid dispense’liquid dispense’

�� In general diagnostic tests will not push the In general diagnostic tests will not push the pipettingpipetting
performance (consider ↓ concentration ↑ volume)performance (consider ↓ concentration ↑ volume)

�� ManipulatorManipulator

�� Exchangeable head, second arm, composite.Exchangeable head, second arm, composite.

�� Landscape, portraitLandscape, portrait

�� Off deck accessOff deck access



SoftwareSoftware



SoftwareSoftware
�� Generally icon driven, drag and dropGenerally icon driven, drag and drop

�� LabwareLabware definitions (predefined, custom)definitions (predefined, custom)

�� PipettingPipetting methods (predefined custom)methods (predefined custom)

�� Liquid classes (predefined custom)Liquid classes (predefined custom)

�� Hierarchical structure:Hierarchical structure:
�� Basic commands (transfer liquid, move plate)Basic commands (transfer liquid, move plate)

�� Command breakdown (Command breakdown (egeg aspirate)aspirate)

�� Detailed parameters (Detailed parameters (egeg air gaps, air gaps, pipettingpipetting speed)speed)

�� Advanced commandsAdvanced commands
�� LoopsLoops

�� VariablesVariables

�� Custom scriptsCustom scripts

�� Interfacing (Interfacing (inportinport/export work lists)/export work lists)



ProgrammingProgramming
�� Very time consuming iterative process Very time consuming iterative process 

�� Some software has virtual run environment Some software has virtual run environment –– this can this can 
expedite testing steps expedite testing steps 

�� If process well definedIf process well defined, can commission , can commission 
manufacturer to help with programmingmanufacturer to help with programming

�� Good design of process and minimal requirement Good design of process and minimal requirement 
for protocols pays off here!!for protocols pays off here!!

Initial 

programming
Test OK YES Implement

Refine 

programming
NO



System integrationSystem integration

�� Different levels of integrationDifferent levels of integration

�� Integration of peripheral instruments (on/off deck)Integration of peripheral instruments (on/off deck)

�� Work lists generated by LIMS, audit trail and results Work lists generated by LIMS, audit trail and results 

fed back to LIMS fed back to LIMS -- manual or automatic bar code manual or automatic bar code 

tracking.tracking.

�� Different processes linked by conveyors or Different processes linked by conveyors or 

manipulator arms, full LIMS integration manipulator arms, full LIMS integration -- fully fully 

automated bar code tracking.automated bar code tracking.



System integrationSystem integration

�� Full spec for how integration will work.Full spec for how integration will work.



Sample trackingSample tracking

�� What type of sample tracking is required?What type of sample tracking is required?

�� Manual checkingManual checking

�� Worksheet & manual barcode scanWorksheet & manual barcode scan

�� Complete setup of variable number of Complete setup of variable number of PCRsPCRs

dependent on current work loaddependent on current work load



SummarySummary

�� In general liquid handling capability of robotics In general liquid handling capability of robotics 

will not be challenged:will not be challenged:

Detailed planning of requirementsDetailed planning of requirements

Detailed design of assays and processesDetailed design of assays and processes

Choice of suitable robot Choice of suitable robot 

and peripheral instrumentsand peripheral instruments

Choice of suitable Choice of suitable 

level of integrationlevel of integration


